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MATHEMATICS 
 
Numeracy, Geometry and Measure 
This term pupils will explore some key topics in Numeracy as well as a few topics in Geometry and 
Measure. There will also be a focus on Mental Arithmetic as this will help pupils strengthen their 
understanding of numbers and their properties.  
Topics 

- Whole Numbers 
- Four Operations on Numbers 
- Factors, Multiples and Square Numbers 
- Negative Numbers 
- Angles 
- Lines and Shapes 

Mathematical Skills 

- Mental Arithmetic: pupils will use various mental arithmetic strategies to perform calculations 
without the use of a calculator or a long written algorithmic method. They will apply these 
strategies to help speed up their calculations involving the four operations of addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division. 

- Numeracy: pupils will understand the properties of numbers and how these properties and 
relationships are linked to arithmetic operations such as multiplication and division. Pupils will also 
learn the concept of negative numbers in the real-world context.  

- Numerical Calculation: pupils will perform addition, subtraction, and multiplication to numbers of 
any number of digits using the written algorithmic method. They will also divide whole numbers by 
2-digit numbers without remainders.  

- Spatial Visualisation: pupils will be able to recognise the various types of angles as well as 2D and 
3D shapes. They will also be able to identify the special properties of these shapes. 

- Measurement: pupils will read angles using a protractor and determine if an angle is acute, right, 
obtuse, straight or reflex.  

- Indicative numerical calculation outcome (division):  
 

Vocabulary 
 

Evaluate 
 

Calculate Explain Order Estimate Draw Measure 

Factor Multiple Square 
Number 

Acute Obtuse Straight Reflex 

How can I support my child at home: there is no expectation that pupils complete additional work beyond 
the remit of homework, however if they are interested the following resources may be helpful: 

- Mathletics 
- Mathsframe 
- IXL practice 
- Hodder Cambridge Primary Maths Workbook 5 [EAN 9781471884651]  
- Reinforce daily times table review as well as frequent arithmetic practice ʹ ensure your child is able 

to correctly work out the addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of larger numbers using 
written algorithmic methods. 

- �ŝƐĐƵƐƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞůĞǀĂŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ĂŶŐůĞƐ�ŝŶ�ĚĂŝůǇ�ůŝĨĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�ǇŽƵƌ�ĐŚŝůĚ͘�&Žƌ�ĞǆĂŵƉůĞ͕�͞Ăƚ�ǁŚĂƚ�ĂŶŐůĞ�ĚŽ�ǇŽƵ�
think we should prop the iPad up to see ďĞƚƚĞƌ͍�/Ɛ�ƚŚŝƐ�ĂŶ�ĂĐƵƚĞ�Žƌ�ŽďƚƵƐĞ�ĂŶŐůĞ͍͟ 

https://login.mathletics.com/
https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/category/7/multiplication-and-division
https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/category/7/multiplication-and-division%22%20%20HYPERLINK%20%22https:/sg.ixl.com/maths/primary-4
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ENGLISH 
 
This term pupils will explore the award-winning 21st century text Varjak Paw. It is an adventure story told 
from the perspective of a cat who learns to fight to save his family. Animal stories resonate well with Year 5 
pupils, but this text will introduce a new world of meaning and technical expertise to our new UKS2 pupils.  
 
Skills 
x To include relevant and precisely chosen quotations to support reasonable inferences 
x To identify and record interesting and significant words, and synonyms, from texts to inform own writing. 
x To construct argument using a variety of conjunctions like whereas, despite and although 
x To imitate a variety of sentence structures drawn from the text including double adjective openings and 

sentences which open with verbs 
x To use effective planning to inform the content and structure of writing 
x To use semi-colons to demarcate related independent clauses 
x To deploy techniques designed to build suspense in prose writing  
x To write in cursive consistently across the curriculum 
 
Indicative Sentence Outcome 
x Slim and dark, something darted through the shadows. 
 
Vocabulary 

suspense  
  

tension  emphasis  imagery  theme  contrast  despite  

although  relationship  
  

figurative 
language  

repetition  ambiguous  quotation  rhetorical  

 
Additional Resources 
There is no expectation that pupils complete additional work beyond the remit of homework, however if 
they are interested, the following resources may be helpful: 
 
x Pupils can access their Spellingframe subscription from home 
x This unit will be weighted towards comprehension and non-fiction writing. If pupils would like, the 

website Pobble35 is full of creative writing opportunities and interesting stimulae. 
 
How can I support my child at home? 
x Discussions about persuasion: where do we encounter persuasive writing? Is this example effectively 

persuasive? 
x Practice key vocabulary. 
x Discussion of books or films where characters grow and develop. Is this character the same as they were 

at the beginning? Why did they change? 
x The sequel is called The Outlaw Varjak Paw and may be of interest to some pupils as an independent or 

shared read with a parent. 
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CHINESE LANGUAGE(Standard) 
This term, pupils will be learning three units, namelyȔᱥᡇуླȕ (It is my fault) , Ȕ⮏ᕖᶗȕ (Leaving 

a note) and ćᡇⵕ㜳ᒨȕ (I can do this). They will make use of key 
phrases and sentences in their conversation, for example: explaining steps 
and procedures using ȔᡇݾĊĊ❬ĊĊĈ and apologising for 

mistakes beginning with Ȕᱥᡇуླθ ĊĊĈ� They will also learn to 
identify vocabulary related to doing housework and making crafts. Pupils 
will able to write speeches with correct use of colon and inverted 
commas, as well as write short notes or messages using the correct format.  
 

Language Skills 
 Listening 

and 
Speaking    

- Understand different vocabulary used for apologizing, leaving notes, doing 
housework and making crafts and respond accurately 

-  Use ܋ in sentences to describe a process or an actionௗ  
- Describe process or procedures using 俌ݾȽ❬Ƚ߃ௗ 
-  Describe and explain process of incidents  

 
Reading 

and 
Writing  

- Read and write key characters and vocabulary from the topics 
- Read sentences and fill in the blanks with the correct vocabulary/ match them to 

the correct visual cues  
- Picture writing ( 4 paragraphs using targeted vocabulary)  
- Write speeches with correct use of colon and inverted commas in speeches  
- Write short notes or messages using the correct format  

Indicative sentence outcomes: ͚ቅᆿᣀ伔ᵰᔺඅҼȾ/俌ݾθᓭᓭᣀ㓮ᣎླθ❬⎸р仒㢨θ൞サ

р⭕ᆆȾ 
 

Vocabulary 
ᱥᡇуླ (It is my fault)  ⮏ᕖᶗ (Leaving a note)  ᡇⵕ㜳ᒨ (I can do this)  
ᢊȽ䭏Ƚ᧞ȽȽ䈻Ƚᔺ
Ƚ⋗ީ㌱Ƚу㾷㍝Ƚシ❬Ƚ
  䗽ᶛȽᶛуȽ䓨ᔶȽ᭻ᝅߨ

䎬ᘡȽ⮏ȽᶗȽ䎊Ƚ䛱ቻȽ
㣧⳼Ƚ䮒Ƚⓒ䎦Ƚ㘷⡭⡭Ƚ
ՇᚥȽ⭫㿼Ƚ༦丩  

䖢ⴎȽ䴶㾷Ƚ⺢㓮ᶵȽ䍰গȽ
㓵Ƚサ䗽ৱȽ䜞࠼Ƚ⎸рȽу
ੂȽᤸȽȽ㓼ᗹ  

Additional Resources: there is no expectation that pupils complete additional work beyond the remit of 
homework, however if they are interested the following resources may be helpful: 

- ީ۩Љױථ- Watch the video and use the vocabulary ć᭻ᝅĈȽĈᱥᡇуླȕ to form 
sentences verbally  

- ऊڙҎߚථ- Watch the video to revise the meaning of sentences  

- ۩ऱਈٴථ- Watch the video and form new sentences using Ȕ俌ݾ,ĊĊ❬ĊĊ߃ȕ  
 

      How can I support my child at home? 
- Origins of Chinese characters ʹ Videos with a mix of English and Chinese explanations.   
- Levelled Readers ʹ Videos of books with simple Chinese sentences.   
- DinoMomChinese -  Videos for learning Chinese vocabulary.    
- SmartCat Graded Chinese Readers ʹ Audio version of the Chinese Readers.ථ  
- Chinese Buddy ʹ Songs teaching commonly used vocabulary.ථ  
- Encourage your child to speak to you in the sentences that he/she has learned. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qtRdqzt9LuE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64UVyg6OGck
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nJeRxUpzdT4
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgH9o1Fzxf5HN8Via8g-LLg/videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fIqaRh0Q2pM&list=PLG4W_Nex5_j_ZdzNzWzl0sKqLtrpq9VZQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgJ3FXaIrCGu35HRmvonDXA
http://www.blcup.com/smartcat/%22%20/t%20%22_blank
https://www.youtube.com/c/ChineseBuddy%22%20/t%20%22_blank
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CHINESE LANGUAGE (Foreign) 

This term, pupils will give information about the class such as numbers of girls 
and boys in class as well as introducing their classmates and their nationalities. 
They will also use colours and quantifier to explain the position of an object with 
prepositŝŽŶ͘�^ŽŵĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƐĞŶƚĞŶĐĞƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƵƉŝů�ǁŝůů�ďĞ�ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ�ĂƌĞ�͚Ԍᱥ㤧ള
ӰȾԌрޡᒪ㓝п⨣Ⱦ͛ (He is from England. He is in Year 8 and is in Class 3. ) ͚͕��
͚ẂᆆрᴿпѠ㓘㤯᷒Ⱦ͛   (There are three red apple on the table)͛�͘ 
 
Language Skills 

Listening and 
Speaking: 

- Identify vocabulary ྠᏛ㸪ୖ㸪⌜㸪ᖺ裎and various common items 
and names of countries, matching them with corresponding 
visuals/items. 

- hŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚ�ĂŶĚ�ĂŶƐǁĞƌ�ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶƐ͕�ŝ͘Ğ͘�͚tŚŽ�ŝƐ�ŚĞͬƐŚĞ͍͛ͬ͟tŚŝĐŚ�ĐůĂƐƐ�
ŝƐ�ƐŚĞͬƐŚĞ�ŝŶ͍͕͟�͟tŚĞƌĞ�ĂƌĞ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƉƉůĞƐ͍͟� 

- Understand information (audio and verbal replies) presented on the 
topic learned 

- Learning and introducing classmates 
Reading and 
Writing: 

- Read and write key characters/ vocabulary from the topics above 
- Read sentences and fill in the blanks with the correct vocabulary/ 

match them to the correct visual cues 
- Write short phrases with a combination of pinyin and key characters 

 
     Indicative sentence outcomes:  єފͺ/ ЅЖঀ呷֧߈փଛͺ/ ҁࣩଯ॒֧փҨͺ 

Vocabulary 

ᡇⲺੂᆜ 

(My Classmate) 

֖Ⲻ䫻ㅊઘϋ 

(Where is Your Pencil?) 

Ҝऻ䠂ᴿњᵢҜ 

(There are Two Books in the Bag) 
ੂᆜȽѣളӰȽ㤧ളȽ㗄
ളȽᰛᵢȽ⨣ 

䫻ㅊȽⲺȽઘȽ䠂䶘 ᆍȽਠȽ㓘Ƚ㔵Ƚ哺 
唇ȽⲳȽҜȽ仒㢨 

Additional Resources: There is no expectation that pupils complete additional work beyond the remit 
of homework, however, if they are interested the following resources may be helpful: 

- Quizlet Key phrases and sentences  - To practice key phrases and vocabulary 

- I love my school ᡇ⡧ᡇⲺᆜṗ- To mute and practice reading through audiobook 
- Where is your pencil? ֖Ⲻ䫻ㅊઘϋ-To practice and revise sentences 
- What is in the bag? Ҝऻ䠂ᴿӶѾϋ-To mute and practice reading through audiobook 
- Song:  The colours of rainbow-To revise colours through songs 
-  Location and Preposition-To practice and revise preposition 

How can I support my child at home? 
- Practice key vocabulary with your child. 
- Pupils can access their LanguageNut subscription from home.  
- Watch the links provided above with your child and listen to Chinese audiobooks. 
- Allow your child to watch some Chinese shows and listen to songs and/or rhymes. 
- Ensure that your child learns the characters from the spelling list. 
- Encourage your child to speak to you the sentences that he/she has learned. 

 

https://quizlet.com/MsEmilyClass/folders/year-3-fcl-2022-2023?x=1xqt&i=4fedcn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Di78s5DTxXs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ER8Ktrhvic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNwYuZ6B4Sw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GI-04Q2wqTU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQNWp1d9opg
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SCIENCE 
 
The pupils will be learning about Plants and Materials. Pupils will be actively engaged in independent as 
well as collaborative work that will equip them with a better understanding of the science concepts taught. 
Classroom discussion, tactile activities and hands-on science practical will provide opportunities and 
guidance for pupils to develop scientific process skills and draw relevant connections between conceptual 
knowledge and phenomena in the natural and physical world.   
Unit 1: Plants  
Topics  

x Flower  
x Roots, stem, leaves  

Petal, anther, stigma and ovary  
x  
x Plant life cycle  
x Germination  
x Pollinators adaptation  
x Plant adaptation  

  
Scientific Process Skills  
This unit covers all aspects of flowering plants: parts and functions, life cycle including pollination and 
germination, seed and fruit production, and dispersal. Pupils then study the features of plants that attract 
pollinators, ŚŽǁ�ƐĞĞĚƐ�ĚŝƐƉĞƌƐĞ�ĂŶĚ�ŚŽǁ�ƉůĂŶƚƐ�ĂƌĞ�ĂĚĂƉƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ƐƵƌǀŝǀĞ�ŝŶ�ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚ�ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚƐ͘ථ  
Pupils benefit from observing the stages of the life cycle of real flowers and plants in the classroom and in 
ƚŚĞŝƌ�ŶĂƚƵƌĂů�ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ͘ථථdŚĞ�ƵŶŝƚ�ǁŝůů�ŝŶǀŽůǀĞ�ƉƵƉŝůƐ�Žďserving plants at different stages of their life cycle, 
including research of our local environment.  
 Vocabulary  

flower  root  stem  leaves  petal  anther  stigma  
ovary  germination  pollinator  bee  dispersal  seed  adaptation  

Scientific Process Skills  
 This unit covers aspects of materials, states of matter, changes of state and dissolving. It uses water as the 
main example. Pupils will understand the particle model as a method to describe different states and learn 
about the processes involved in materials changing state. They will investigate how some dissolve in liquids, 
ĂŶĚ�ďĞ�ƐĞƉĂƌĂƚĞĚ�ĂŐĂŝŶ͕�ƌĞůĂƚŝŶŐ�ƚŚŝƐ�ƚŽ�ƌĞĂů�ůŝĨĞ�ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ͘ථWƵƉŝůƐ�ǁŝůů�ŚĂǀĞ�ŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚŝĞƐ�ƚŽ�ŵĂŬĞ�
predictions, plan and conduct appropriate investigations and reflect on their results, often using household 
items.   
Vocabulary  

matter  particle  solid  liquid  gas  evaporation  
condensation  freeze  water vapour  water cycle  melting point  boiling point  

steam  solution  soluble  insoluble  dissolve  crystal  
ƉƌŽƉĞƌƚǇථ  ĨůĞǆŝďůĞථ  ƌŝŐŝĚථ  ǁĂƚĞƌƉƌŽŽĨථ  ĂďƐŽƌďĞŶƚථ  ŚĂƌĚථ  

ĚƵůůථ  ƐŚŝŶǇථ  ŽďƐĞƌǀĂƚŝŽŶථ  ŵĂŐŶĞƚථ  ĂƚƚƌĂĐƚĞĚථ  ŵĂŐŶĞƚŝĐථ  
  
Additional resources: there is no expectation that pupils complete additional work beyond the remit of 
homework. However, if they are interested then the following resources may be helpful:  

x Plants - KS2 BBC Bitesize resource  
x Plants ʹ KS2 Science Everyschool resource  
x Properties and materials ʹ KS2 BBC Bitesize resource  
x Properties of materials ʹ School Learning Zone resource  

  
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zy66fg8
https://www.everyschool.co.uk/science-key-stage-2-plants.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zryycdm
https://school-learningzone.co.uk/key_stage_two/ks2_science/materials/properties_of_materials/properties_of_materials.html
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GEOGRAPHY 
 
South Africa 
South Africa is the southernmost country in the continent of Africa. The country is well known for its varied 
topography. It has areas of great natural beauty and a rugged coastline. Throughout the past few decades, 
South Africa has gone through politic, social and cultural change and has become a flourishing and 
multicultural country. South Africa is well known for its exported goods ʹ diamonds, gold, platinum, 
machinery and equipment. 
  
Topics First half term 
 

x Where in the world is South Africa? 
x Capital city, rivers, lakes and mountains. 
x National treasures and landmarks.  
x Who rules South Africa and the legacy of Nelson Mandela. 
Second half term 
x Population, jobs and leisure. 
x Glamourous exports.  
x How do people live? - Housing 
x Local flora and fauna. 
x The topography contour lines and relief maps. 

Geographical Skills  
 

x Knowledge and understanding: Pupils will identify important fact about South Africa and be able to 
recall these facts and discuss them. Pupils will ask questions to further their learning about South 
Africa, students will be able to compare and contrast features of South Africa to Singapore. 
x Skills and Analysis: pupils will demonstrate their mapping skills by identifying features on a map 
and transferring them to a blank map. Pupils will also demonstrate their ability to work with data by 
creating suitable graphs, both digitally and by hand. 
x Judgement and decision making: Pupils will independently research during some of the topics and 
determine how best to present their findings, they will discuss their methods with the teacher and with 
other class members, this could include which type of graph to use. 

 Vocabulary  
  

Topography 
  

Relief Orange River  Thabana 
Ntlenyana 
(mountain) 

Lake Sibaya  Contour lines Diamonds 

Gold Platinum The Big Hole, 
Kimberly 

Afrikaans  Cape of 
Good Hope  

Kruger National 
Park  

 Panorama 
route 

 Additional Resources: there is no expectation that pupils complete additional work beyond the remit of 
homework, however if they are interested the following resources may be helpful:  
 

x https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/South-
Africa/345787https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/countries/facts-about-south-
africa/Age appropriate atlases 

 
How can I support my child at home?  
 

x Discussions about what has been learned so far. 
x Practice key vocabulary. 
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HISTORY 
    
Explorers, new findings and new lands 
This term pupils will explore exploration. Throughout human history we have felt the need to find things or 
new places to tame. From sailing the great oceans to mapping the stars, humans have found ways to 
explore the unknown and attempt to make sense of it. Pupils will embark on a journey of discovery of the 4 
corners of the Earth and beyond. 
 Topics  

x What is exploration and what equipment is needed? 
x Who actually discovered America. 
x Exploring space: Neil Armstrong. 
x Lost at sea: Christopher Columbus. 
x Snow way home: Robert Falcon Scott.  
x Queen of the skies: Amelia Earhart. 
x Adventurer or faker? Marco Polo. 

 
In the second half of the term we will look at sources and 
evidence relating to each explorer we have studied. We will answer the question: How are Historians sure 
that the events of the past actually happened how we think they happened? We will do this by revisiting 
each explorer and taking a look at pictures, paintings, diaries and more to prove that these adventures 
actually took place. 
Historical Skills  
 

x Knowledge and understanding of events, people, and changes in the past: pupils will identify and 
describe reasons for, and results of, exploration.  
x Historical interpretation: pupils will recognise that the past is represented and interpreted in 
different ways and will be able to give reasons for this.  
x Historical enquiry: pupils will independently research events and people from an appropriate range 
of sources.  
x Organisation and communication: pupils will be able to recall to discuss how explorers have 
changed the way society functions and discuss future opportunities for exploration. 

 Vocabulary  
  

Ocean  
  

Space Rocket Planet  Antarctica Lockheed 5B 
Vega  

Santa Maria 

Apollo 11  Terra Nova  Travel 
  

Explore  Discover  Colonise  Unknown  

 Additional Resources: there is no expectation that pupils complete additional work beyond the remit of 
homework, however if they are interested the following resources may be helpful:  
 

x https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/ks2-explorers/zjh8bdm 
x ^ŽŵĞ�ŐŽŽĚ�ďŽŽŬ�ƚŝƚůĞƐ͗�dŚĞ�ĞǆƉůŽƌĞƌ͕��ǆƉůŽƌĞƌƐ͗��ŵĂǌŝŶŐ�ƚĂůĞƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ǁŽƌůĚ͛Ɛ�ŐƌĞĂƚĞƐƚ�ĂĚǀĞŶƚƵƌĞƌƐ͘ 
 

How can I support my child at home?  
 

x Discussions about what has been learned so far. 
x Visit places in Singapore that you have not been to, have adventures together to explore the 
country you live in. Plan the journey as if it were a voyage of exploration ʹ provisions, transportation, 
maps, special equipment. 
x Practice key vocabulary. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/ks2-explorers/zjh8bdm
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PE 

Games/Team Games 

Pupils will be taught to play and make up small-sided and modified competitive, net, striking/fielding and 
invasion games. They will also learn the skills and tactics necessary to apply basic principles suitable for 
attacking and defending.  

 

Topics:       

x Co-operative practices with a partner ʹ dodges, direction changes, side steps, body fakes, changes 
of speed, and helpful comments from following, encouraging partner.  

x Competitive practices with a partner ʹ ŐŝǀĞƐ�͚ĂƚƚĂĐŬŝŶŐ͛�ƉůĂǇĞƌ�ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞ�ŝŶ�ĐŚĞĐŬŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ƐƵĐĐĞƐƐ�ŽĨ�
his or her repertoire of offensive dodges.  

x Offensive footwork practices with a partner, using a ball ʹ trying to reach the goal line with a ball 
still in their possession, in dribbling games such as hockey, football or basketball. These little games 
need only a short stretch line ĂƐ�Ă�͚ŐŽĂů͛�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă�ϱ-metre approach to this line.  

PE Skills 

x Respond readily to instructions and signals and follow sensible rules of behaviour.  
x Recognize the need for safety considerations in dress and sharing of space.  
x Repeat and improve skills learned previously, showing confidence and control.  

Vocabulary 
Team Tactics Attacker Glove Running Innings Tagging 
Rules 

 
Strategies Defender Field Sitting Bat Score 

 
Additional Resources:  
 

Footwork: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lw5PaHTrc2o 
Passing: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQ-6I06-1Co 
Feinting: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_v0WkOtH98 
 

How can I support my child at home?  

Expose your child to a variety of invasion sports such as basketball, hockey and football. Ask 
thought provoking questions on how the player or the team can make better choices in the game. 
He or she can apply their answer(s) through practical work indoors/outdoors. 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lw5PaHTrc2o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQ-6I06-1Co
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_v0WkOtH98
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ART 
 
At The Perse we endeavor to inspire, engage, and build confident artists. We focus on the creative process 
to gain a rich learning experience that fosters curiosity, whilst developing an understanding of skills and 
concepts. We are not driven by outcomes; we take the time to expose students to skills and inspire them 
with artists and designers from many eras and cultures. Students are encouraged to take risks using 
techniques learnt and combine them with their own ideas to create unique works of art.   

 
Logo Design. 
This term we are exploring the use of textiles and fashion and the cultural impact these have on our 
everyday life. Pupils will examine the use of fashion and icons and the necessity for brevity and universality 
through symbols in our everyday lives. Pupils will compare historical examples of logos and design; they will 
draw on the elements and principles of art to create their own personal designs. 

  
Art Skills 
Experiencing and making: Pupils will learn different techniques in line and colour, they will experiment and 
manipulate them to design their very own logo. They will learn 3 types of stitches: running, cross and 
herringbone, they will use these techniques to present their logo through the medium of textiles. 
Their design can be shown and displayed in various settings from fashion, car interior, the entrance hall to a 
building they will see the possibilities and are endless all from one design. 
  
Reflecting 
Celebrate artistic experiences and learning.   
Pupils will Record the process every week in their sketchbooks and discuss with groups about how to 
develop ideas, approaches, influences and images. Then pupils will present to each other. 
  
Analyse, critique and connect own and ŽƚŚĞƌƐ͛�ǁŽƌŬ�ĂƐ�ƉĂƌƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƌƚŝƐƚŝĐ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ͘  
Pupils will carry out self-assessments of their own work and give peer assessments throughout the 
assignment. Learning art specific vocabulary to aid them to do this in a structured and purposeful way.  
  
Embrace challenges and opportunities, working with growing independence. Review and refine own 
work.  
  
Vocabulary and Elements of Art 
  

unity movement symbols Color theory research textiles 
form contrast monochrome proportion fashion   

  
How can I support my child at home?  

x �ĞůĞďƌĂƚĞ�ǇŽƵƌ�ĐŚŝůĚ͛Ɛ�ĂƌƚǁŽƌŬ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƚŚĞǇ�ƌĞƚƵƌŶ�ŚŽŵĞ͘� 
x Ask what they wish to design next perhaps they want to explore more ways to display their logo 

e.g., Cap, T-shirt, mug 
x Discuss with your child what part of the process they enjoyed the most, you can use Seesaw to go 

through the work they have uploaded and ask questions about it.  
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MUSIC 
Building a pop song and creating music in response to art 
In term 1a pupils will explore pop songs through listening, performance, and composition activities. The 
focus will be on group and whole-class learning: singing (including singing in two 
parts); experimenting and improvising with sounds; using voices and musical 
instruments.                                                                                                                                                        
 
Topic 
-       Building a pop song 
   
Music Skills 
-        Knowledge and understanding: Pupils will explore pop song structure, basic drumbeats, chords, hooks, 

lyrics, and melody writing. 
-        Musicianship skills:  Pupils will perform with increasing confidence, expression, skill, and level of 

musicality and adjust own performance in response to others.  
-        Music enquiry: Pupils will contribute to increasingly more complex improvisations and compositions 

which respond coherently to a range of given or chosen stimuli and for different occasions. 
-        Organisation and communication: Pupils will take responsibility in leading and following the lead of 

others when rehearsing and performing. 
-      Indicative sentence outcome: The musical hook is a catchy part of a song that you will 

remember.  
   
Vocabulary 

Chord Hook Verse Intro Bridge Structure Motif 
  

Triad 
  

Structure Chorus Outro Four-chord 
trick 

Elements 
of music 

Scale 

Additional Resources: There is no expectation that pupils complete additional work, however if they are 
interested the following resources may be helpful: 
 

� Solfege singing practice : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3eT2NoTYwNA&t=1s 
� Backing track for improvisation : 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85ZptB9kgaM&t=318s 
� Elements of music : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t9Mo-bkl4ko 
� Pop song structure : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oXifpcE7ewU 
� Reading ʹ Learn to Speak Music by John Crossingham, I Heart Band Series by Michelle 

Schusterman 
  
How can I support my child at home? 

� Listen and analyse a variety of pop songs identifying its song structure, chords and music 
elements. 

� Have a note book for lyrics writing and have fun making up music lyrics and writing songs, 
presenting them to an audience at home. 

� Using the improvisation backing track, try singing or clapping over the drum beat.  
� Revise songs and music studies learned in class.  
� Practice key vocabulary. 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3eT2NoTYwNA&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85ZptB9kgaM&t=318s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t9Mo-bkl4ko
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oXifpcE7ewU
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PSHEE 
 
At Perse PSHEE ŝƐ�ĐĞŶƚƌĂů�ƚŽථŽƵƌ�ƉƵƉŝů͛Ɛ�ǁĞůůďĞŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ŚŽůŝƐƚŝĐ�
ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ͘ථථ/ƚ�ŐŝǀĞƐ�ĐŚŝůĚƌĞŶ�ƚŚĞ�ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ͕�ƐŬŝůůƐ�ĂŶĚ�
understanding that they need to stay healthy and safe, develop 
worthwhile relationships, respect differences, develop 
independence and responsibility, and make the most of their own 
ĂďŝůŝƚŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚŽƐĞ�ŽĨ�ŽƚŚĞƌƐ͘ථW^,��ŝƐ�ĂůƐŽ�ĂථĐƌƵĐŝĂů�ƉĂƌƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�
ƐĐŚŽŽů͛Ɛ�ƉƌŽĂĐƚŝǀĞ�ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚ�ƚŽ�ƉĂƐƚŽƌĂů�ĐĂƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ĂůůŽǁƐ�ƵƐ�ƚŽ�
equip pupils with the knowledge to avoid potential problems, the 
confideŶĐĞ�ƚŽථƚĂĐŬůĞ�ĐŚĂůůĞŶŐĞƐ�ǁŚĞŶ�ƚŚĞǇ�ĚŽ�ŽĐĐƵƌ�ĂŶĚ�ĂŶ�
awareness of where to go should they ever need to find extra help 
ĂŶĚ�ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ͘ථ  
  
Topics  
  
- What makes a healthy friendship and how they make people feel included   
- Strategies to help someone feel included   
- About peer influence and how it can make people feel or behave   
- The impact of the need for peer approval in different situations, including online   
- Strategies to manage peer influence and the need for peer approval   
- Personal identity and what contributes to it, including race, sex, gender, family, faith, culture  
- How to recognise, respect and express their individuality and personal qualities  
- Ways to boost their mood and improve emotional wellbeing   
- Link between participating in interests, hobbies and community groups and mental wellbeing  

 
PSHEE  Skills  
 
Families and Friendship  
- Learn to manage their emotional responses, and consider how reactions can influence outcomes  
- Effectively ask for and listen to feedback, and give constructive feedback and support to others  
- Learn and use skills and strategies to resolve differences and avoid or solve disputes   

 
Living in the wider world- diversity  
- Help to construct, explain and follow rules made for their safety and wellbeingථ  
- Identify and celebrate their strengths and achievementsථ  
- Share their personal opinions and explain their own viewsථ  

  
  

Vocabulary  
 

individuality  community  Peer approval  resolutions  friendship  
respect  Emotional wellbeing  participation  identity  inclusion  

  
How can I support my child at home?  
- Discuss with your child about safe choices they made and how that makes them feel.  
- Discuss with your child a new strength or unique quality about themselves they enjoy.  
- Practice key vocabulary.  
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DIGITAL LITERACY  
The Digital Literacy curriculum is structured around three core themes: Tools and Content Creation, Safety 

and Wellbeing and The Digital World. Each core theme is divided into several different subject areas that 

are revisited as pupils progress from Year 1 to Year 7. These units are based on the guidance provided by 

the Cambridge Curriculum. 

 

Year 5 � Develop fluency and accuracy when typing in increasing quantity.  

� Use devices to create digital artefacts, including the use of sound, video, text and 
other multimedia.  

� Know ways to transfer files across devices.  

� Locate and use standard tools on a device, i.e.  the calculator and calendar.  

� Edit images by changing colour, size and by cropping.  

� Use search functions within applications to find information.  
 
� Understand the need to set security and privacy settings to ensure that only 

content they want people to access is seen.  

� Understand that what a user does online can have positive and negative 
consequences for themselves and for others, both online and offline.  

� Understand the risks of engaging with people online that they do not know.  

� Know that online content can be published and accessed instantly.  

� Recognise that cyberbullying takes place online and can take many forms.  

� Recognise the implications of overusing devices.  

� Describe the benefits and risks of instant online communication.  

� Describe key benefits of computer use to society and individuals.  

� Understand that some hardware and software can be incompatible with other 
hardware and software. 

 

Tools and Content Creation Safety and Wellbeing The Digital World 
� Interaction with onscreen 

items 

� Creation of digital documents 

� Management of files 

� Knowledge of online search 

techniques  

� Good Digital Citizenship 

� Media Balance and Wellbeing 

� Online Privacy and Security 

� Digital Footprint and Identity 

� Cyberbullying  

 

 

� Digital technologies and 

their impact on our lives 

� Digital friendships 

� Technology and 

Interconnectedness  
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